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ABSTRACT
Loudness measurement that is computationally efficient and applicable on digital material disregarding listening
level is a very important feature for automatic mixing. Recent work in broadcast specifications of loudness (ITU-R
BS.1770) deserved broad acceptance and seems a likely candidate for extension to multi-track material, though the
original design did not bear in mind this kind of development. Some empirical observations have suggested that
certain types of individual source materials are not evaluated properly by the ITU’s algorithm. In this paper a
subjective test is presented that tries to shed some light on the subject.

1.

LOUDNESS MEASUREMENT

Loudness is a subjective perceptual measure that is
related to level, but not necessarily proportional to it, as
there are many other factors upon which it depends. In
an old, emblematic definition “loudness is a
psychological term used to describe the magnitude of an
auditory sensation” [1].
The physical factors influencing loudness – level [2],
frequency content [1], transfer characteristics of
equipment that will translate voltage to pressure,
duration, direction, closeness [3], dynamic range
compression [4] and reverberation [5] – are not the end

of it, as “the loudness produced will be the same for the
same intensity only if the same or an equivalent ear is
receiving the sound and also only if the listener is in the
same psycho- logical and physiological conditions, with
reference to fatigue, attention, alertness, etc.” [1]
Since Stevens [2] suggested the power relationship
between loudness (L) and intensity (I) is compressive
(L=kI0.3, with k a constant), there have been numerous
models trying to cope with the phenomenon. The most
famous are those related to critical bands and specific
loudness, after Zwicker [6], which have been perfected
through the years (see [7] for a review) These are
roughly based on the same basic sequential form and
they are multi-band, computationally heavy models,
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usually level-dependent, so that it is it difficult to use
with pre-recorded material.
The American broadcaster CBS encouraged work at
their laboratories in the 1960s that would, after a few
improvements, develop into a model [8] that was a de
facto reference for loudness measurement in broadcast
well into the 21st century. Over the last decade there has
been a significant amount of research on broadcastrelated loudness perception and metering, a trend much
inspired by the ITU-R efforts. The SRG-3 Special
Rapporteur Group was created in the fall of 2000 to
investigate into “Audio metering characteristics
suitable for use in digital sound production” [9] This
initiative eventually led to recommendation ITU-R
BS.1770 [10], later extended on EBU R128 range of
recommendations [11] [12].
Work on automatic mixing is fairly recent in its
ADAFX [13] form, and a recent review [14] gives an
updated state-of-the-art. Correct loudness measurement
is an essential part of an automatic mixing process, and
the existence of a recommendation that is becoming
widespread is a blessing. Recent work [15] has already
treated loudness of multi-track materials according to
ITU-R BS.1770 / EBU R128 measurement
recommendations with a good level of success.
However, the authors have observed that this algorithm
shows some consistent disagreements with perception
through informal observations, and decided to create a
test to understand how far it can be applied to the
alternative task of individual sound source loudness
judgment, since it was created for pre-mixed broadcast
material. Our observations seem to indicate that it is the
percussive material with limited high-range spectral
bandwidth (i.e: hi-hats, shakers, tambourines) that is
constantly under-evaluated by the algorithm, generating
mixes in which these are too prominent.
2.

SUBJECTIVE TESTING

2.1.

Test Procedure

2.2.

A ‘calibration’-type test was performed simultaneously
to understand what would be a good measure of whether
the EBU R128 recommendation resonated universally
with human perception. Five mixed (unmastered) songs
were chosen for loudness comparison. Subjects were
presented with 10 five-fold matching comparisons,
where the reference song was varied. The instructions
were to match the loudness of the remaining four songs
to that of the first song using a fader on screen and an
x/or solo method. Unity level was not always at the
same fader position, and subjects were alerted of that
fact, and told not to mix visually. Some songs in some
examples were duplicated, so that we could further test
for consistency. We have been guided by the concerns
and methodology suggested by [16] and particularly by
the great care with which similar tests in [17] were
elaborated.
Of the 40 subjects that took part on the test, 3 were
professional sound engineers, 15 final-year students in
audio, and 22 multimedia and music students with some
(limited) exposure to audio engineering. The procedure
was explained and the instructions given pre-test, and
no one showed any doubt as to what was required.
When averaged by each example instance (over the 40
subjects), means varied against the predictions of the
algorithm by no more than ±2dB with standard
deviations consistently under 1.5dB. When comparing
the reference to a redundant copy, means were within
±0.15dB with standard deviations under 1dB, which
seems to indicate that subject were accurate and
attentive in performing the test. No separate group
seemed to be more consistent than another, in that the
standard deviation for pair-wise comparisons of the
same two songs regardless of order were similar across
subjects (0.8-1.7dB).
2.3.

Tests were performed at Lusíada University’s AudioLab
and at an audio classroom at Restart Institute. 40
subjects used professional studio-grade headphones,
with full-range frequency specifications, through the
exact same audio chain, calibrated so that it delivered 78
dB SPL measured with a dummy-head. A very
summary analysis will be given of the results.

‘Calibration’ Test

Main Test

The same type of test described above was modified to
allow for evaluation of multi-track content. We now had
the same five songs with individual tracks (each song
had 9-11 different tracks). Subjects were given a fixed
reference track and asked to alter the level of the
remaining tracks until they sounded equally loud. It was
emphasized that this was a loudness-matching task,
since the subjects were used to performing to a different
mindset in their profession/studies. Many subjects
admitted after completing the test that it was very hard
for them to keep their focus on the task.
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subject agreement or within example agreement, and in
the 4-5dB area when considering overall aspects.
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Unlike the ‘calibration’ test, this one did not allow to
use all tracks as reference — as it was, subjects already
took on average 35 minutes to complete the test. Our
fixed references were the kick drum and the vocals on
alternate examples. Both elements were previously
equalized so that they had similar spectral content
across all five songs — this did not guarantee by itself
that they would elicit equal loudness perception, but
differences in answers from song to song were fairly
low. Results are presented in figures 1 and 2, showing
immediately that there is a strong bias in respect to
which stimulus is presented as reference - when
comparing against a vocal reference, subjects will on
average agree with EBU R128 for the kick drum level
needed for equal-loudness, whereas when evaluating the
vocals against the kick drum reference, subjects will on
average feel the vocals are 2 dB louder than what R128
predicts.

Figure 2. Results referenced to vocals
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Figure 1. Results referenced to kick drum
We feel the centered histograms give a clear concise
picture of what subjects evaluated. They show the
extreme variance of the task, while the red horizontal
lines indicate that the means were not at all in
agreement with the algorithm. A measure of great
agreement would be to have means around 0 dB, and in
reality they are of by more than 4 dB when referenced
to the vocals and more than 8 dB when referenced to the
kick drum. The Wilcoxon test showed the null
hypothesis (differences are insignificant) should be
rejected, even though 95% confidence intervals almost
always contain zero. Inter-subject variability is greater
than in the calibration test. Standard deviations were
consistently in the 3-4dB area when considering within-

The figures show us a mirror of the algorithm’s
judgment, in that the lower an instrument group scores,
the louder it would be overall, had a mix been done with
equal-loudness purposes. We see that the vocals, kick
and bass seem to be the elements that subjects need to
have louder than the algorithm’s prediction, while high
percussions (hats, tambourines, shakers, etc.) and
overheads are on the opposite side on the discrepancy
spectrum. Some items show the great dependence on
reference, such as the piano and the sampled beat, but
are also the two categories with less observations. Two
crucial aspects must be mentioned here: 1) the low end
instruments (kick and bass) may not be rendered
effectively by the monitoring apparatus, causing a
misjudgment and 2) there might be a bias in evaluating
vocals, as sound engineers are so used to placing them
on top of the mix. Subjects may not be able to fulfill the
intended equal loudness task.
If these are true, one notices that the apparently high
variation of mean evaluation shown in the figures might
actually not be greater than 4 dB (the ±2 dB indicated
by the ‘calibration’ test, even though standard
deviations are much higher).
2.4.

Descriptor-based analysis

The fact that variation became larger when more data
points were added may mean that the grouping together
of tracks by their instrumental content cannot be done. It
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is very plausible that we cannot lump together snare
drums if their spectral and temporal profiles are
different from song to song. This suggested it would be
interesting to look for underlying features and see how
they correlate to the mean choice of subjects for each
isolated test that was performed.
A large array of low-level descriptors (loosely based in
[18]) was tested against the mean data but the r2
determination coefficient was only promising for the
log2 Spectral Centroid and log2 Spectral Bandwidth. The
r2 values were 0.52 and 0.55 respectively, which does
not suggest a strong variability explanation, but it does
suggest a certain measure of dependency. The plot for
the spectral centroid is shown in Figure 3. Note that
both these features are redundant, in that there is an
even higher correlation between both. The only
interpretation we can get out of the figure is that the
higher the log2 centroid, the more the algorithm underevaluates a track’s true perceived loudness, suggesting
the RLB-filter should be low-passed or shelved.
r2:0.52075

14

Log2(Spectral Centroid)
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